RUBRIC TO ASSESS TECHNICAL WRITING IN NURSING

Focus:

- Stays within assignment parameters with well placed examples to support contentions.
  Strong ________________  Satisfactory ________________  Needs Improvement _____________

Thoughtfulness:

- Uses references with citation
  Strong ________________  Satisfactory ________________  Needs Improvement _____________
- Content engages the informed reader
  Strong ________________  Satisfactory ________________  Needs Improvement _____________
- Insightful
  Strong ________________  Satisfactory ________________  Needs Improvement _____________

Organization and Clarity

- Logical flow of ideas
  Strong ________________  Satisfactory ________________  Needs Improvement _____________
- Thoughts are clear and relevant
  Strong ________________  Satisfactory ________________  Needs Improvement _____________
- Concrete examples are given
  Strong ________________  Satisfactory ________________  Needs Improvement _____________

Coherence:

- Main points are clear
  Strong ________________  Satisfactory ________________  Needs Improvement _____________
- Word choices are appropriate
  Strong ________________  Satisfactory ________________  Needs Improvement _____________

Development:

- Uses examples, anecdotes, statistics, and other detail
  Strong ________________  Satisfactory ________________  Needs Improvement _____________

Mechanics and Grammar

- Strong ________________  Satisfactory ________________  Needs Improvement _____________